
Panda Wedge Pillow

Features
• Two-layer, wedge-shaped memory foam pillow

• Top layer of soft memory foam supported by firm bottom layer

• Designed to be placed over or under sheets or blankets

• Can be used in bed or in countless different ways around the house

• CertiPUR-US® certified foam

• OEKO-TEX® certified cover

• 30-night trial period

• 1-year warranty

Benefits
• Raises your head and chest while you sleep

• Improves circulation and breathing

• Can also be used to raise your legs

• Relieves pressure on your joints

• Dual-layer form offers pillow-like comfort and mattress-like support

• Can be used with or without a pillow

• Comfortable enough to sleep on

• Materials are certified safe

Technical specifications
• Responsive memory foam top & rigid PU foam base

• Pillow makes approximately 25° angle when placed on level surface

• Covered with 1-year warranty

• Zip-off outer cover

• OEKO-TEX® and CertiPUR-US® certified materials — no off-gassing or toxic substances

• Advanced engineering results in reduced pricing

• Delivers compressed

Dimensions
• 24” x 24” x 10” [at thickest point]

• Pillow tapers at one end



First 24 Hours
Your Panda Wedge Pillow will arrive compressed in a medium-sized box. Remove the pillow from the box, and 

puncture its vacuum seal to begin the decompression process.

The base foam of your Wedge Pillow will decompress almost immediately. The soft foam topper, however, may take 

eight hours to fully expand with corners filling in over the course of 18-24 hours.

While you wait for your pillow to fully expand, optionally remove and wash its sustainable fabric cover. Once it’s 

ready for use, experiment with your Panda Wedge Pillow in bed, on the floor, or on the couch.

Warranty
Your Panda Wedge Pillow covered by a 1-year warranty. This warranty includes one year of zero-cost returns, 

repairs, or (if necessary) replacements.

The warranty on your Panda Wedge Pillow becomes void in instances of negligent, improper, or unreasonable use 

such as:

• Bending, folding, ironing, or cutting the pillow

• Exposing the pillow to damaging cleaning products

• Storing the pillow in direct sunlight or exposing it to moisture

• Cleaning the pillow in a way that does not follow provided instructions

• Placing the pillow too close to a heat source

• Other negligent, improper, or unreasonable actions that damage your pillow

Repair or replacement of the pillow extends, but does not restart, the warranty period.

For more information, call us at 877-760-2188 or reach out via email at help@pandazzz.com

Panda Wedge Pillow


